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THE BEST SMOOTH JAZZ WEB
SITES

After  visiting  all  of  America’s
Smooth Jazz radio station sites, we
count  down our  top  four  favorites.
All are worth a visit for ideas on how
to improve your own web site.  No
one site has it all!

#4:   WSSM,  St.  Louis
(www.wssm.com):  This  site  has
plenty for the Smooth Jazz fan.  That
includes  an  attractive  presentation
of music information: current music,
upcoming concerts, a gigantic list of
artist  links  and  a  featured  artist
page with photos.  You can register
for contests, and voice your opinion
by  joining  the  Listener  Advisory
Board.   WSSM’s  site  has  a  nicely
organized  index  of  advertisers,
and  the  best  looking  gallery  of
event photos we’ve seen.

#3:   WLOQ,  Orlando
(www.wloq.com):  This site is high
on  content,  including  extensive
listings of area concerts, events and
attractions.  Traffic information is
offered  via  an  area  map,  allowing
you to click  on a problem location
for details.   The Marketplace offers
online  shopping with  over  150
merchants.   The  listing  of  current
music allows you to buy any of the
CD’s  online from  amazon.com.
Listeners can sign up to join WLOQ’s
Listener Advisory Board, as well as
the  Smooth  Jazz  Club  in  order  to
receive e-mail updates.

#2:   WNUA,  Chicago
(www.wnua.com):  Clean, concise
and easy to navigate, this is one of
the  few  sites  currently  offering  an
audio stream (one of a half dozen
of  Clear  Channel’s  largest  Smooth
Jazz  stations).   The  song  currently
playing is displayed with the stream

(only if you have a sound card).  You
can register for any of WNUA’s great
line-up of  contests,  and  receive  e-
mails  by  joining the Loyal  Listener
Club.   The  news  section
encompasses  Smooth  Jazz  music
news,  entertainment,  movie
reviews, even horoscopes.  There’s
a  link  to  a  huge  calendar  of  local
jazz.

#1:   KOAI,  Dallas/Ft.  Worth
(“the  Oasis”)
(www.smoothjazz1075.com):  An
attractive  site  that  loads  quickly.
The “Click to Hear” feature lets you
display a listing of the music on
“the Oasis” from any hour of your
choice,  and  then  play  a  clip  of
any song.  Register online for any
of  their  contests,  join “Club Oasis”
to  be  the  first  to  know  about
concerts  and  events,  and  view
station  merchandise for  sale:
hats, mugs and CD samplers.  This
site  offers  a  page  of  PSA’s,  news
and  weather  links,  and  a  link  to
mapquest.com  for  directions
anywhere.   KOAI’s  sister  Infinity
station,  WVMV,  Detroit
(www.wvmv.com)  also  has  an
excellent site.  Their “Click to Hear”
feature  adds  a  “buy”  icon  for
each song!

CHRISTMAS MUSIC, ANYONE?

The fall  book always ends in early
December,  and  the  winter  survey
begins in early January.  So holiday
music  has  always  been  nearly
invisible  to  Arbitron  measurement.
That  is  until  last  year,  when  35
stations,  most  of  them  Adult
Contemporary,  switched  to  all
holiday music prior to December
1.  This tactic proved powerful -- on
average  these  stations  increased
their 12+ share by 52%, and 25-54

share by 58%,  from November to
December,  according  to  Arbitron
and  DeMers  Programming  Media
Consultants.

Two of these stations, in Miami and
Wichita,  were  Smooth Jazz.   Both
of them increased their ranking and
share, with an average November to
December  share increase of 63%
among  persons  12+  and  48%  for
persons 25-54.

Even if a station doesn’t increase its
airplay  of  holiday  music  by  early
December  (in  time  to  directly
influence  the  fall  book),  it’s
apparent  that  the  Christmas  tunes
are  a  powerful  draw  to  create
sampling  and  awareness of  the
station leading up to December 25.

No,  at  JRN we  won’t be  going  all
holiday  music  in  December.   But
since  Smooth Jazz  already  has  the
best,  largest  and  most  “format-
friendly”  Christmas  music  library,
we  are looking  at  increasing  our
exposure  of  holiday  music
compared  to  last  year.   What  are
your thoughts?  Look for details on
our  Christmas  music  plans  in  the
October newsletter.

SUN OUTAGES:  What You 
Should Know

It’s  approaching  that  time  of  the
year  --  spring and fall  --  when the
sun, our satellite and your dish line
up perfectly, and our signal is briefly
overwhelmed by RF noise from the
sun.   This  sun  outage  lasts  for  a
number of minutes in the afternoon
over a series of days, beginning in
early October.  You need to cover
with  local  programming  for
these brief periods.
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Your  location  and  dish  size
determine the exact times your JRN
reception  is  affected.   This  fall
there’s a different Jones web site for
getting  your  sun  outage  times,
www.jonesnetworkservices.com.
Click  on  Sun  Outage  Info.   Our
satellite, AMC 8, is already selected.
Choose the  city  nearest  your  dish.
Click on C band.  Select Fall.  Enter
your antenna size in meters (10 ft.

=  3  meters,  12  ft.  =  3.8  meters).
Enter  the  year  2002.   Select  your
time  zone  (daylight  savings
continues until late October).  Leave
other fields as is.  Click on Calculate,
and then print a copy.
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